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Introduction: Tawala (Austronesian; Ezard 1997) displays a phonologically-predictable
reduplicant-shape alternation (Ezard 1980, Hicks Kennard 2004 [HK], Zuko� 2021). Hau-
gen & Hicks Kennard (2011) [HHK] argue that this alternation re�ects �base-dependence�
(Inkelas & Zoll 2005:92�95 [IZ]):

(1) Base-dependence (for reduplicant shape): the shape of the reduplicant crucially de-
pends on information present only in the surface reduplicant+base string.

While most theories of reduplication easily generate base-dependent reduplication patterns,
Morphological Doubling Theory (MDT; IZ) predicts their absence (IZ:92). If Tawala were
only understandable through base-dependence, it would pose a problem for MDT, as per
HHK. In this paper, I show, contra HHK, that Tawala actually is amenable to an MDT
analysis, and thus (de�nitionally) does not require a base-dependent characterization.

Data: Tawala has four distinct, predictable
reduplicant shapes (2): C1V1.V2-initial bases
copy C1V2- (Type A); CVCV-initial bases
copy that whole string (Type B); VC-initial
bases copy VC- (Type C); roots beginning
in a repeated CV sequence locally double the
�rst root vowel (Type D).

(2)

Base Reduplicated

Type A: be.i.ha → bi.be.i.ha

Type B: hu.ne.ya → hu.ne.hu.ne.ya

Type C: a.tu.na → a.ta.tu.na

Type D: gu.gu.ya → gu.u.gu.ya

Truncation in D1: The �rst step in the MDT analysis (IZ:95, HHK) is for the reduplica-
tive daughter cophonology [D1] to (preferentially) truncate the input down to two syllables
(3A,B,C). This can be generated by having the stress constraints StressL (*[#σ̆]) and
NonFinality (*[σ́#]) (vel sim.) � which minimally require a left-edge [σ́σ] sequence �
outrank a size restrictor constraint, e.g. *Struc, which in turn outranks Max (4).

(3)

Input Output of D1

Type A: beiha (/C1V1.V2.../) → bé.i (|C1
�V1.V2|)

Type B: huneya (/C1V1.C2V2.../) → hú.ne (|C1
�V1.C2V2|)

Type C: atuna (/V1C1V2.../) → á.tu (|�V1.C1V2|)

Type D: guguya (/C1V1C1V1.../) → gú (|C1
�V1|)

(4)

/huneya/ StressL NonFin *Struc Max

a. hú.ne.ya [100] 6!

b. + hú.ne [10] 4 2

c. hú [1] *! 2 4

d. hu [0] *! 2 4

Type D, the crucial case in HHK's argument, must instead be truncated to a single syllable,
e�ectuated by ranking *Repeat(init) (*[#σασα]; Zuko� 2021; cf. HK) above NonFin (5).

(5)

/gu1gu2ya/ StressL *Repeat(init) NonFin

a. gú1.gu2.ya [100] *!

b. gú1.gu2 [10] *!

c. + gú1 [1] *

d. gu1 [0] *!
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Type D C1-deletion in D2: The base daughter node [D2] must have three proper-
ties: (i) all of its output segments are contained within a PRoot ({...}; cf. IZ:140, Downing
1998a,b); (ii) it applies the language's regular stress pattern (R→ L trochees; Ezard 1997:44);
and (iii) it deletes its initial consonant if that can repair a *Repeat(init) violation:

(6)

/gu1gu2ya/ Contig *Repeat(init) Anchor-L Max *Struc

a. {gu1.gú2.ya} *! 6

b. + {u1.gú2.ya} * * 5

c. {gú2.ya} * **! 4

d. {gú1.ya} *! 4

Restricted hiatus resolution in M: The only process in the mother node [M] is
deletion to repair hiatus (*VV � Max). However, vowels are protected by special faith-
fulness if, in the input, they are (i) stressed (Max�V) or (ii) in a PRoot (MaxPRt). Having
done extra deletion for Type D in both D1 and D2, its input to M leads to hiatus across the
juncture, but it can't be resolved because V1 is stressed and V2 is in a PRoot:

(7)

|gú|-|{u.gú.ya}| Max�V
MaxPRt *VV Max

a. + gù.{u.gú.ya} *

b. gù.{gú.ya} *! *

c. g{u.gú.ya} *! *

In Type C, the reduplicant-�nal vowel is unstressed, so it deletes for *VV (8). There is no
hiatus in the M-input for Type B (|hú.ne|-|{hu.né.ya}|), so no deletion is motivated.

(8)

|á.tu|-|{a.tú.na}| Max�V
MaxPRt *VV Max

a. à.tu.{a.tú.na} *!

b. à.tu.{tú.na} *! *

c. + à.t{a.tú.na} *

An extra node for Type A: There is a problem with Type A: we want to delete
D1's stressed V1 (|é|) and keep D1's unstressed V2 (|i|), but we currently predict the reverse.
Following HHK (15�16), we can solve this problem by introducing an additional (semantically
vacuous) node [D1′] between D1 and M that maps |bé.i| → |bí| (9). This correctly yields
[bì.{bé.i.ha}]1 in M, with base-internal hiatus-driven deletion blocked by MaxPRt. This
solution makes the analysis more complex, opaque, and ad hoc, but it works.

(9)

|bé.i| *VV Anchor-R StressL Max Contig

a. bé.i *!

b. bé *! *

c. bi *! * *

d. + bí * *

Conclusion: This analysis successfully builds out the MDT analysis that HHK sketch and
reject, by adding deletion steps in both D1 and D2 for Type D. While this has the character
of a look-ahead, base-dependent pattern, it is capturable without overt base-dependence.
Therefore, Tawala does not necessarily constitute base-dependence, and thus is not an in-
surmountable problem for MDT, contra HHK.

1 In Tawala, stress retracts to the antepenult if its vowel is lower than the penult and the penult is onsetless.


